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Dr. Andreas Botzlar welcomed the participants on behalf of Dr. Rudolf Henke (President, Marburger Bund).

This was the largest EJD meeting so far, with 62 participants in total.

Meeting began with a Economy Committee's report (treasurer Noora Ritamaki).
- Finances are stable, the projected income and expenses expected;
- EJD is newly registered in Brussels, and has to pay the Belgian taxes;
- All organizations but Georgia have paid dues;
- Membership fees are not growing for last 7 years.

EJD meeting continued with the Medical Workforce Committee (Head Helena Haskaj, Slovenia).
- Results of the surveys done by the working groups Task Shifting, Salary and Demography, E-health, and Social Media were shown;
- Marco Cappizzi showed what was done in the area of E-health including a very successful presentation at the conference in Luxembourg, held in the spring 2013 - similar engagement planned for the spring 2014;
- Founding of the working group that will deal with the topic of violence against doctors, suggested and accepted.

PGT Committee (Head Indre Butienne, Lithuania)
- most debate was about the updated versions of Bologna Policy Paper, the final version was created;
- EJD Statement on Curricula & Assessments was discussed, agreed after comments by a number of delegations;
- EJD representatives to UEMS (41), there are plenty of vacancies;
- reports were shown from several working groups on the subject of Emergency Medicine, ePortfolio and Management & Leadership.

EU/EEA Committee's (Head Pedro Santos Gomes, Portugal)
- started with a presentation of European Reference Networks in Health. The idea started from reference centers of excellence that are small and expensive networks that do not depend on hospitals. From 2003 focus is not the mobility of patients but the mobility of knowledge and expertise. The emphasis is no longer on rare diseases, but the cost and quality of health care. However, even within the relevant EU directives, the main problem remains the issue of cost recovery - reimbursement.
- update on the European Working Time Directive, no major news other than failure to review the content of the directive. It is believed that the main problems arise from the fact that the implementation of the directive has not been done properly. From the results of a survey carried out among the delegations can be deduced that the possibility of different interpretations made a real mess, in no country EWTD is implemented in the same manner.
National reports – from this year on every country shows only the main three points, while other information is available in the entire report available online.

Day second - General Assembly

From the 19 countries 17 were represented, therefore a quorum was achieved.

President’s Report: what has been done throughout the term 2010-2013, summary published, most of what was promised has been done.

Elections were held, the Executive Board for the term 2014-2016 elected:

- President Carsten Mohrhardt (DE) 17/17 votes - continues.
- Vice-president Hrvoje Vražić (HR) 17/17 votes - continues.
- Treasurer Noora Ritamaki (FI) 17/17 votes - continues.

Committee leaders:
- Economy - Noora Ritamaki (FI) 17/17 votes - continues.
- Postgraduate Medical Training - Indre Butiene (LT) 16/17 votes - continues.
- European Union/European Economic Area (EU/EEA) - Tilde Ostborg (NO) - 17/17 votes – newly elected.
- Medical Workforce (MW) - Diana Fernandes (PT) 17/17 votes – newly elected.
- Communication Officer Marco Capizzi (IT) 17/17 votes – re-elected.

M. Cappizi reported again about the Medical Mobility project – stressed the need to update informations, this time with adequate and secured administrative support. Delegations were expected to send completed questionnaires with fresh informations until III/2014. Web-page should be functional until V/2014. Later updates will be done 2x/year. - project manager Hrvoje Vražić.

In the next 12 months two workshops are planned:

- "Healthcare in Danger" in Ljubljana planned for March 15, 2014 led by Helena Haskaj. Topics include:
  - Are junior doctors touched in any way by the crisis in progress?
  - Does the crisis affect the care that patients receive?
  - Unemployment, wage cuts, overtime, emigration, reduced education funding.

Future meetings are scheduled as follows:
SM 2014 Hajduszoszlo, Hungary : May 9-10,2014 (Hotel Divinus)
AM 2014 Strasbourg, France (date tbc)
SM 2015 Vienna, Austria May, 8-9, 2015
AM 2015 Norway

All documents (proposals, Policy Papers) are available in digital form on EJD web-page (www.juniordoctors.eu).